]u[ repositories
Working in partnership to make research open to the world

Ubiquity was founded by researchers as a catalyst for change. We are a force for social good, driving Open Access in partnership with university presses, libraries, academic societies and cultural heritage organizations.
BENEFITS FOR YOU

PUBLIC BENEFITS
- Opportunities for citizen science
- Economic benefits for private sector
- Public trust in science
- Validation of research

Citations
- Career recognition
- New collaborations

New research made possible
- Easier to find useful resources
- Re-use in teaching
- Resources archived and preserved for the future
- More efficient research
Customer Charter

- 100% OPEN ACCESS
- 100% OPEN SOURCE
- NO EXCLUSIVE BUNDLING
u[ repositories

A next-generation repository platform, offering an open, all-in-one solution for large and small institutions.

Cloud-hosted  Open source  No lock-in  Integrated for publishing